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Help for Ukraine

Pastor Yevgeny, from the Ukrainian Church which meets in our church building on a Sunday, made a successful journey to Ukraine with a van load of food and medical items . He is now (12th March) on his way
back to the UK.

If you would like to support the Mayor of Barnet’s collection of goods for Ukraine you can find further details here: https://stmaryatfinchley.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/BarnetUkraine.pdf
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RICHARD, KAYLEIGH AND ELOWEN

Richard, Kayleigh and Elowen after the last service,
with an incredible cake to send them on their way.
After Richard’s last 8AM service—with
Mary and Manny

Richard’s new St Mary’s— St Mary, Botus Fleming

Richard's Licensing in the church of St Mary ,Botus
Fleming on Tuesday 8th March 2022
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COVID AND CONTINUING CARE
COVID-19 isn’t over yet, it will probably never go
away, but our response to it is changing. Masks
are rapidly disappearing from daily life, distancing
is a thing of the past and in some places protective
screens are coming down.
When we look back in years to come there will be
many lessons we will learn from the pandemic but
even now there are some key things we need to
take to heart, the most important of these being
the need for continuing care.
COVID has required us to think of others and to
modify our behaviour in order to look after the
needs of those who are most vulnerable. For a
while there has been solidarity with those whose
lives are always restricted, those who cannot easily get out, those for whom digital access is the only practicable way of joining a community. COVID
has also highlighted inequalities which need to be
addressed, unequal access and opportunities for
use of space and technology.
We must not unlearn these insights but rather
continue to respond with compassion.
As a church we are more relaxed about distance
and are leaving some choices, e.g. masks, to individuals. Whatever we do we know we need to
continue to take responsibility and care for those
around us.
As we come closer together again, reaching out
again in the Peace, approaching the common cup
in communion, we know that we have an important share in the wellbeing of those around us.
Careless thoughts and actions are not an option. It
is our duty and joy to share in the love and compassion which make as truly human and most fully
God’s children.
THE RECTOR

PASTORAL CARE TEAM
CARING FOR AND UNDERSTANDING EACH OTHER
‘Living in Love and Faith’: does that ring a bell?
It’s the phrase chosen by our Archbishops to describe a
process which is recommended to all Anglicans. This
process gives us an opportunity to understand more
about some difficult issues on which Anglicans are divided: Identity, Relationships, Sexuality and Marriage.
Have you ever reacted to news that a Christian organisation is supporting a Christian in court for doing
something which you support or strongly disagree
with? Have you ever wondered whether the Christians
who stand up for their beliefs in public always seem to
be standing up for their rights and views on sex, gender, women and suchlike? Are you proud of these
Christians or do you think that they are giving the
wrong impression of what Christianity and belief in
God is all about? Actually, all of those Christians are
standing up for Jesus’s love for everyone regardless of
who they are.
Those Christians in the news are our fellow Christians.
They are all part of the Church. When Jesus said to his
disciples at the last supper ‘Love one another as I have
loved you’, he meant all of us. He didn’t mean we
could not love those we disagreed with!
So, Living in Love and Faith is about loving our fellow
Christians with whom we might disagree. It involves
getting into the embarrassing subjects of identity
(female, male, other and transgender), sex (hetero sex,
same sex, bisex, no sex), relationships (marriage and
other arrangements) and marriage (between a man
and a woman and also between two people of the
same sex). These are difficult subjects to understand
and to have views on. It’s important, however, that we
understand them and have views, because we will
meet people who encounter those issues and who
want to be loved by God, whether they call themselves
Christian or not.

Jesus emphasised all the time that we should love our
neighbours, whoever they are, and he was particularly
interested in those outside normal acceptance in society. In his day, they were foreigners, prostitutes, tax
gatherers (who were collaborators with the occupying
army) and sinners. Today, those who think and live
differently from us are amongst the outcasts.
What can Christians do to help themselves understand
where such people are coming from, so that we can
love each other more effectively? If we are Christians
we can talk! We can listen to each other! And we don’t
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have to have an argument, because we can just listen
and respect each other. And of course, when we have
heard the points of view of others who think differently
from us, we often end up being more tolerant and
more understanding, without having to change our
views of the differences.
We can do this with Christians by discussing our actual
experiences and thinking about what our Church, the
Church of England, teaches us. You might wonder what
material exists for Church of England teaching. Well,
some does exist on these tricky subjects. One example
is a book called Living in Love and Faith. It covers very
thoroughly what society has been saying on these subjects and what the Church has been saying. It covers
our three bases for Anglican belief: the Bible, Tradition
and Reason. It doesn’t come down on any side. It presents the differences for us to understand.

People often think that having a modern view of these
issues involves ignoring what the Bible says. Some people say that the Bible is gives clear instructions on
many subjects and we need not look behind what is
written. Others say that we need to understand the
context of each passage and compare it with our context. We also need to understand that Bible is not the
dictated word of God, for which every word
(presumably in the original Hebrew and Greek) is unchangeable. It is a collection of books written a long
time ago over a long period by people who were all
imperfect, because they were not God. However, God
inspired the writers and we should not abandon our
understanding of the authority of the Bible, God’s
Word, just to be modern.

modern-day life.
Living in Love and Faith is addressing our modern
problems of belief around the human state and loving relationships. Challenging? Interesting? Helpful
for loving our neighbour?
Nigel Wildish
March 2022

REMEMBERING THE HOLOCAUST
Our Holocaust Memorial Day reflection, on January 30, attracted a multi-faith and all-age congregation to honour the theme “One Day” recalling
tragic days in recent history.
The Mayor, Councillor Alison Cornelius, joined
with Rabbis, church leaders and other local councillors at this moving event which has been part of
our church’s tradition for the past 11 years.
A series of poignant life stories, prayers and reflections on the theme were interspersed with
musical items from the choir of Finchley Reform
Synagogue with our own Daniel Griffith contributing to a very special evening.

Then there is Tradition. Some Anglicans pay huge
attention to tradition, in relation to the place of women in the church, the way in which we worship and an
attachment to the concept of ‘we have always done it
that way’. Every one of us loves tradition. It is part of
the life of our church and it is in our nature to continue
to do things because we have done them in the past.
However, when we look at the tradition of the Church
of England, we should recognise that some traditions
have been abandoned. We used to think that Roman
Catholics were going to hell, we used to support slavery, we used to forbid divorce, we used to think that it
was wrong to use contraception or to have an abortion
for any reason whatsoever. We used to think it was
sinful for a person to have a sexual orientation that did
not match their body. Some traditions have to be challenged. That’s why we need to talk about them.

A traditional cake featuring the HMD 2022 theme
and a field of snowdrops was shared at the close.
Thousands of snowdrops – the universal symbol
of hope - are planted every year throughout the
borough. Our symbolic pot of bulbs planted during One World Week in October was just coming
into bloom.
Lynn Radnedge

Finally, all Anglicans want to use Reason as they learn
to understand what God wants of them. Reason is
what we apply to our understanding of the Bible, of
Tradition and of what is going on around us in
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MUSIC NEWS
Youth Choir
In recent weeks four members of the Youth Choir
took graded RSCM Voice for Life exams. This involves
singing a hymn, a psalm, an unaccompanied item
plus one or two anthems and answering questions
about the music; then musical skills are tested (pitch,
rhythm, sight-reading). Finally, in the ‘Choir in context’ section each candidate is asked questions about
their church, the building, furniture, festivals and
how they are celebrated, giving suggestions for appropriate music for each festival. All prepared well
and delivered well on the day. We were so thrilled
with the results – Highly commended- Mariam
(Bronze), Agata (Bronze), Kenyalyn (Silver). Commended – Luna (Silver). Congratulations to all four of
our Youth Choir on your achievements and thank
you for all you do for our Music ministry here at St
Mary’s.
Youth Choir have some new recruits who are settling
in well (Chris and Danny). Adiva will be back later
this year. We look forward to singing at the service
on Mothering Sunday, Easter Day and regularly once

a month.
Adult Choir
Anna has joined the sopranos in the adult choir –
WELCOME! And it’s lovely that Kathy is back.
Edmund is now Chorister Emeritus and received a
thank you gift in church on Sunday February 6th (see
photos below).
Both the Adult and Youth Choirs are preparing for
the RSCM London Area Festival in St Paul’s cathedral
on Saturday 28th May. All are warmly invited to
attend the 5pm Evensong that day – there’s plenty
of room! If you’d like to sing in the choir for the festival, please let me know.
Our Organ Scholar played the organ for 10 minutes
after Evensong at St Paul’s Cathedral on Monday 14th
March – what a treat!
We are so blessed to have our choirs here at St
Mary’s. Please pray for their ministry within the parish.
Alison Fisher, Director of Music
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Mysterious Ways
Thank you for singing my Poston Mass setting with such enthusiasm!
A few of the congregation have asked about the two copyright dates on the booklet – 1980 and 2021. The
majority of it was written by the summer of 1980, for a special event at the school at which I taught, St
Michael’s Catholic Grammar School, in North Finchley. The Kyrie, Sanctus and Agnus Dei continued to be
used at the school for most end-of-term Masses and for St Michael’s Day in September until about 2012,
when the English Catholic Bishops decided that whatever was sung had to be exactly the text of the Mass.
The Head Teacher wanted my setting for her retirement Mass, but the words needed to be changed, and
quickly.
Thanks to the Sibelius software which I use for composing, I could input the original and work out minor
changes to those 3 sections in a few days, putting all the words into Latin instead of having a mixture of Latin
and English. Then these could be sent by e-mail, as pdf’s, for the Head of Music to create a booklet and make
the few changes needed for the orchestral parts – all instrumentalists were always encouraged to join in.
Seven years later, at the memorial service of the school’s chaplain, I was introduced as the composer of
these 3 sections to the new Head of Music, who asked “Isn’t there a Gloria?” The answer to this question was
of course “Yes”. I have a vague memory of the orchestral parts having disappeared when there was a change
of Head of Music, meaning that parts had to be quickly written and practised in time for St Michael’s Day, in
less than 4 weeks – and there was only time to do this and also print the melody cards for the similar Kyrie
and Agnus Dei and the Sanctus. Somehow orchestral parts for the Gloria never got written, so was never
sung again.

I took up his offer to put my original Gloria, by now on very faded, tatty manuscript paper, into Sibelius,
which he then e- mailed to me for first editing and then amending to the exact Latin Gloria.
These serendipitous events meant that when Alison e-mailed me in May 2021 asking for suggestions for the
Youth Choir to sing in July – curiously I had just been playing through my original Mass setting – I was able to
immediately send her pdf’s of the score of all 4 sections of the original. Alison chose the Gloria and Agnus Dei
and asked me to write Gospel Acclamations, and set about teaching these to the Youth Choir for that July
service.
Alison’s – and Penny’s – enthusiasm for it led to the decision that the whole Mass setting would be taken up
by St Mary’s and the congregation be taught it in September. So I spent time in August writing Alleluias, and
editing and correcting the other sections ready for sending to the printers. With Alison’s eagle eye at work
and some computing help from Ewen Fletcher, the booklet was ready just in time.
So this history is why I decided that the copyright should say both 1980 and 2021.
The Adult Choir worked hard to learn it quickly after the summer break and, with the melody played on an
extra piano, the before-the-service rehearsals began in earnest in September. You have all helped to bring
back to life music that had been “languishing” in my drawer (and on the pc) for nearly 10 years and in the
case of the Gloria for 40 years – thank you for that.
God does indeed move in mysterious ways.
Margaret E Poston
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JOHN LARKIN
For several years, John Larkin was a reliable contributor of both articles and word puzzles to the St
Mary’s church magazine. Sadly, he has now left our
community to live in Bury St Edmunds. We send him
our grateful thanks for his support and every good
wish for his future happiness. John has promised to
still send occasional contributions and to be interviewed for the back page of Open Door once he is
settled.
John writes to all at St Mary-at-Finchley
‘Thank you very much for your card filled with so
many good wishes from friends who rekindle happy
memories spanning some 43 years. Thank you very
much also for the generous book token, sent with
every good wish for my future happiness with love
from all at St Mary-a-Finchley.

A ROYAL CELEBRATION… TO HONOUR THE
WORLD’S LONGEST-REIGNING MONARCH
Time to dress in your best for a tea party like no other to mark our Sovereign’s Platinum Jubilee at 3pm
on Saturday June 4.
Book your table for a Ritz-style tea in the church hall
with an array of entertainment including a Fifties
style tribute to Her Majesty, “royal” memorabilia,
guest performers and dancing.
Bring your friends/family and your Union Jacks.
Something for all ages. More “Happy and Glorious”
details to follow.
Lynn Radnedge

The church’s generosity has provided the added
pleasure of selecting two beautifully published
Dorling Kindersley books: ‘The Complete Classical
Music Guide’, and ‘The Natural History Book: the
‘ultimate visual guide to everything on Earth’, which
are lovely gifts and I shall treasure them.
The legal completion of the sale of my flat in Woodside Park is 31 January, with removal date on 26 January, then storage in West Suffolk from 27 January
for some weeks until my new-build freehold detached house is completed and ready for occupation. Meanwhile I shall be staying with Jennie in Bury
St Edmunds, to where Royal Mail is due to redirect
my post for the time being.
My renewed thanks to you all for a share in the privileged experience of being part of the community of
St Mary-at-Finchley, and may God bless you always’

A vintage Word Puzzle from a previous issue of
Open Door .
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FAIRTRADE FESTIVAL
Our Mardi Gras Celebration for Fairtrade Fortnight
was a happy and colourful success with all ages
enjoying the spirit of the carnival in the countdown
to the sombre season of Lent.
Members of Junior Church in vibrant masks formed
a haphazard band to promote all the assorted
fairtrade goods from around the world with a
tempting array of homemade fairtrade cakes from
our skilled St. M’s bakers.
The coffee-time event, plus subsequent catalogue
orders, realised a grand total of £403.
Big thanks to all who helped, baked and shopped
to support one of our popular causes – helping the
poorest people in the world.
The next Fairtrade sale will be in October with all
the fripperies of Christmas!

FREDDIE AND FLORRIE
I’m sharing the story of our two new kittens, Freddie
and Florrie, with everybody.
I’d never had a cat as a pet before I moved to London;
growing up in Nottingham we’d always had a dog, usually a rescue dog my dad had bought from someone for
a couple of pints in the local pub. The dogs had always
been ill treated and adored my dad for rescuing them
from their dreadful life. So I wasn’t totally prepared for
the aloofness of cats and their fastidious ways but I was
soon hooked. Sooty and Sweep were followed 14 years
later by Socks and Ellie, adopted from the Mill Hill and
Finchley branch of Cat Protection. Their mother was
found, heavily pregnant, on the North Circular and
were taken in by Cat Protection’s Sue, an incredible
lady who has a maternity room at the top of her house
all kitted out to take in pregnant cats and support them
during the birth.

Lynn Radnedge
Ellie died in 2018 of bone cancer and Socks died, at the
age of 17 ,in September 2021. We were all devastated
as Socks was more than our cat; he greeted us, he sat
with us, he seemed to know when we just needed to sit
and stroke him. He was a grand old man. I was adamant I didn’t want another pet; too much fuss, the
house was much easier to keep clean etc. Over Christmas, as we were all together again, talk turned once
again to getting a cat. Rashly, probably after one Christmas sherry too many, I said I would only consider a cat
if “something special happened”. We registered with
various animal shelters and I looked at their websites
but there were no kittens for adoption.
One Friday in January this year, I sent off an email to
Cat Protection, just to ask how we could register with
them. Within the hour, I had a phone call back. Unbelievably, it was Sue who had given us Socks and Ellie
and recognised our name - from 17 years ago! She had
called me immediately because she had a litter of
kittens in her maternity room up stairs who would be
ready to leave the following week. They had been
found abandoned at one week old on a building site
and had been taken to Sue who had hand reared them.
They were very friendly and, of course, Sue had become attached to them and wanted to know they
would go to a good home. Here was the sign I was looking for .We went to see the kittens the next day and –
well, you can guess the rest of the story.
Karen
Malyali
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ST MARY’S PRIMARY SCHOOL

In their RE lessons, the Year 6 students at St
Marys’ Primary School have been reflecting
on leading the life of a monk or a nun. Here
are some of their ideas.

Word Puzzle Answer from Page 7
Solution to Word Puzzle page 10
There are at least 100 words to be
found.
The nine-letter word is SAINTLIKE

With thanks to John Larkin
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RECIPE CORNER
The meat recipe is from my late Italian grandmother-in-law who was from Bologna, she never put wine in
it!
The vegetarian recipe I made up myself, hence the cheddar cheese in the white sauce, I think it makes it
tastier.
Penny Igoe
Lasagne alla Ferrarese
350g lasagne sheets (fresh is best)
500 g lean minced beef
Olive oil - about 1 tablespoon
100g streaky bacon, cooked and chopped
Half a litre of white sauce
1 small carrot finely chopped
1 onion finely chopped
1 stick of celery finely chopped
1 tin chopped tomatoes ( if using tinned tomatoes, add 2 tablespoons of tomato purée) or 1
carton of passata 100g Parmesan cheese grated
Salt and pepper to taste.
White sauce:2 tablespoons of butter
2 tablespoons of flour
1 pint of milk
Gas mark 190 - 200 degrees
Brown the beef in the oil and then add the
chopped carrots, onion and celery stirring all the
time. Cook for a few minutes then add the bacon
Vegetarian Lasagne
350g lasagne sheets (fresh)
I aubergine,
1 red or yellow pepper
2 courgettes
1 onion
1 clove of garlic or to taste
1 tin of chopped tomatoes
1 tablespoon of olive oil
Half a litre of white sauce as per the meat lasagne recipe.
100 grams of Parmesan cheese grated
50 grams of cheddar cheese grated (optional) Gas mark
190 - 200 degrees

and the chopped tomatoes and tomato purée. Add salt and pepper to taste. Omit the purée
if using passata.
Bring to the boil, cover, then simmer for about an
hour. Meanwhile make the white sauce. Melt the
butter in a non stick pan and then stir the
flour. Cook gently for a couple of minutes then
slowly add the milk until it is all incorporated. Bring to the boil, stirring all the time, then
simmer for a few minutes. It should have the consistency of thick cream.
Butter the inside of a lasagne dish generously and
cover the bottom with a layer of the lasagne. Cover this with a layer of meat sauce followed by a
layer of white sauce. Sprinkle grated Parmesan on
to the layer of white sauce. Continue layering the
ingredients in this order, finishing with a layer of
pasta covered with a thin coat of the white
sauce. Sprinkle 2 - 3 tablespoons of greater Parmesan on the top. Bake in a preheated oven at
190 - 200 degrees for about 30 minutes until the
top is golden brown.

casionally, then add the garlic and cook for a minute or
so, making sure it doesn’t burn. Add the tomatoes, stir
and bring to the boil. Cover and simmer for about 20 25 minutes until the aubergine is cooked.
Make the white sauce as above, and if liked, add the
cheddar cheese, heating gently until melted.
Butter a lasagne dish and add a layer of the lasagne
sheets. Add a layer of the vegetables and cover with a
thin layer of the white sauce. Sprinkle with the Parmesan. Layer the ingredients and finish with a layer of pasta and a thin layer of white sauce sprinkled with the
remaining Parmesan. Bake in a preheated oven for
about 30 minutes until the top is golden brown.

Finely slice the onions, slice the pepper and the courgettes and crush the garlic. Chop the aubergine into
approximately 1 inch chunks. Heat the oil in a saucepan
and add the onion. Fry on a medium heat for about 5
minutes until turning golden then add the peppers and
courgettes. Stir and cook for about 5 minutes then add
the aubergine. Cook for another 5 minutes, stirring oc10

INTERVIEW WITH STELLA OKONKWO
Stella, I have asked to interview you because you
are a long-standing, greatly valued and highlyrespected member of our diverse community
here at St Mary’s Church
I was born in a missionary hospital in Eastern
Nigeria into a large Christian family (was second of ten children). My primary school, which I
started later than other children, was under Anglican patronage in a commercial town called
Onitcha in the Eastern part of Nigeria. The delay

in starting primary school was due to poor
health. However, because of my passion for
learning, I twice jumped a class. My parents sent
me to live with my maternal grandmother
throughout my primary school years. This was a
cultural norm then.
She was a lady of prayer, her faith was strong.
She would pray fervently for hours each night
and I believe I was soaked in her prayers. My
maternal grandfather was the organist at Christ
church, Onitcha which I attended each Sunday
and sang in the choir. This was from expectation,
not choice.
I greatly missed my parents, especially my father to whom I was very close. I was determined to go back to my parents who lived in Lagos. I worked hard to gain a scholarship to the
popular government girls’ grammar school,
Queen’s College Lagos.
Medicine was the only career I ever wanted but
my school could not offer me the required career advice for this. In those days it was not ex-

pected that much money would be spent on the
education of girls. However, my father, who was
a civil servant and a forward-looking man of vision, believed in me and supported my desire to
come to England to study for my A levels. He
explained to me that we were not rich and I
promised him I would not make him regret his
decision. In London I was introduced to Elsie,
who is now also a parishioner at St Marys. Elsie
looked after me, showing me how and where to
shop and how to navigate the London transport
system.
I was delighted to be offered a place at
Newcastle University to study medicine
as I wanted to be as far away from London as possible to avoid distraction.
Any challenges I might have encountered were modified by my lovely university tutor who looked after my career
path. I wanted to specialise in paediatrics, and she helped me to gain a post at
St Mary’s hospital, Paddington, where I
started my training as a paediatrician.
She also introduced me to the Proms
when she visited London and later became Oge’s Godmother.
In 1977 The Rector, Patrick Brock
blessed my marriage and later I was
drawn to St Mary’s Church by his inspirational preaching and encouragement. Oge was
baptised here at the age of four months in 1979.
I moved back to Enugu, Eastern Nigeria in December 1981 where I had a job at a teaching
hospital to start in January 1982. Soon to become a single parent, one night I was woken in
the middle of the night as if in a trance and told
that I should return to London with my children.
I had not sold my house in Holders Hill when I
moved to Nigeria but had left it in the care of
Esther Abel a childhood family friend. It made it
possible for us to return to London in July 1985.
All my life I have been aware of the presence of
God, hovering over me, directing, guiding and
protecting me. It has been so important to obey
God’s promptings.
Oge and Tagbo had loved Sunday school in Nigeria with its singing and dancing and they insisted on going to Sunday school at St Mary
church. I became a regular attender to St Mary’s
Church. When the Sunday school leader left, a
team of parents carried on with provision for the
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children, known as ‘Freeway’. I led the five-to eightyear-olds for about a year until a new leader was
found. By then my children were in the church choir
which was led by David Beeby.
Lynn Radnedge set up One World Players to perform during One World Week and other events and
my three children loved taking part in her shows
which performed all over Finchley, Barnet and even
on television.
The children started at St Mary’s School in 1985, in
the old building, and so we became part of the community of St. Mary’s. Although I never had my own
stall, I would help the others at the church’s Spring
fair, and I was thrilled when Oge was chosen to be
the first May Queen.
From my upbringing I had been steeped in Christianity and knew the stories in The Bible, but I had
never really paid attention to the deeper meaning.
In 1986 I joined the Aquila group to study The Bible
and discovered the excitement and wisdom of the
scriptures. I began to read different translations
with commentaries, starting with the Good News
version. I never tire of reading The Bible, as each
time you read the same passage it continuously
yields up a different message – it is the best book,
ever. It has been a privilege and a treasure to host
Bible study groups.
In the early 1990’s I was drawn into the work of
the Healing Ministry by John Hannah, the assistant
priest. This strengthened my faith and belief. It
taught me to listen to God. It encouraged me to
read books about healing, to reflect and to think
deeply. I understand that I am only a channel for
transmitting the presence of God. You forget yourself completely and listen to others and to God.
I was exceptionally lucky to meet Dr Andrew Chave
-Cox, a doctor and a parishioner at a harvest lunch.
He knew that I had been working as a locum GP and
he invited me to join his practice. I then took over
the practice when he retired.
I hope that I support the work of the church. I have
taken part in leading the intercessions. I love helping to serve coffee on a Sunday morning as it gives
me the opportunity to meet others and to welcome
new people.
I have seen many changes in the life of the church
which I feel are positive. At St Mary’s we’ve been
blessed by ordained priests all bringing their own
special gifts. I feel that St Mary’s Church is spirit
filled.
I feel that my greatest input into the life of the
church has been my relationship with other people. It is re-assuring when people come back to

thank me for my help. I feel that when I go to
church, I am not going just for myself but for others, too. When I first came to church, I used to sit at
the back but over the years I have gravitated to the
front where I usually occupy the front pew. It is
here I feel that I can focus on the cross without distraction.
My family is very important to me. I am most
proud of the relationship my children have with
each other and with me. This is a legacy from the
home and family I grew up with and a tribute to my
parents. I hope my grandchildren will experience
this, too. Communication is the key to every relationship and our times together are very exciting.
I have been influenced by the goodness of many,
but I feel the keenest influences came from my maternal grandmother through her legacy of prayer,
and from my father, with whom I had a close and
trusting relationship, because we talked easily and
honestly with each other.
When I was young, I loved dancing. Now I like listening to catchy songs and all genres of music, classical, gospel, soul, Afro-beats, and I love the singing
of church choirs. I cannot imagine worship without
music. I watch a lot of television, including the
soaps and enjoy keeping abreast of current affairs
and politics.
I become cross if people who have done something
wrong, insist they are right and will not admit the
truth, as truth is very important. Injustice and wickedness make me very sad. I become angry when
people take advantage of others.
I am happiest when I can contribute to someone
else’s well-being and when I achieve what I have
planned to do that day.
I don’t consider myself to be a material person and
would not say that I have a special possession. However, I believe that the Lord has brought me to an
understanding that everything is a gift from Him and
that nothing rightfully belongs to us. We are all
stewards of God’s possessions, which are to be given back to him.
This article is based on the weekly back page interview in the Church Times. The final question is always ‘who would you choose to be locked in the
church with?’ Stella’s answer: ‘Esther Abel, because
she is a loyal friend and would take care of me. I
trust her implicitly’.
Gladys Vendy
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